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GOLU CONTEST 

04.10.2022 

Navratri is one of the most important Hindu festival observed 

in honour of Goddess Durga. It spans over nine nights and 10 

days. It depicts the triumph of Good over evil by Goddess 

Durga. Display of Golu plays a major role , in Navratri. The 

beautiful array of Golu dolls highlights the festive decor , at 

one's home. Golu is kept ,to tell the importance of Sanatana 

Dharma , to experience the joy of giving and to increase one's 

social bonding with friends and family. 

We at  San Academy, Pallikaranai  had"Golu Display".The 

Golu invite was also shared with parents through Google form. 

Parents were also encouraged to submit their "GOLU @HOME" 

Photographs along with the child, in the same form. Not only 

this, among the participants, winners were selected. The first 

prize entrant received Rs 3000/-, second prize entrant 

received Rs 2000/- , and the third prize entrant received Rs 

1000/- worth gift hampers. 

This is the first time ever, San Academy, Pallikaranai is 

conducting Golu competition, thus becoming the pioneer of 

such contest. This made the festival Navratri into a Dhamaka 

Navratri, in the process making all the parents and students of 

San Academy much happier. 



 
 

 



 



AYUDHA POOJA CELEBRATION 

03.10.2022 

 

Ayudha Pooja is considered a meaningful custom, 

which focuses specific attention to one’s profession 

and its related tools and connotes that a divine force 

is working behind it to perform well and for getting 

the proper reward. 

On 3rd Oct 2022, Ayudha Pooja and Vijayadashami 

Poojas were celebrated in our San Academy, 

Pallikaranai school premises with our magnanimous 

Management director, Principal and staff members. 

 
Poojas were offered to transport vehicles and school 

premises that connote a divine force which works 

behind to perform well and for getting the proper 

reward for the student and for the entire school. 

 
Goddesses Saraswathi and Durga were worshipped by 

offering puffed rice, fruits and sweets to celebrate 

good over evil. Puffed rice and sweets were 

distributed to all. On that auspicious day the  new 

admissions also took place. 
 



 

 

 



 
 



NO BAG DAY 

8.10.2022 

Students of standards 1 and 2 had 'No Bag Day' on 08.10.2022. They 

participated with enthusiasm in Fun Cooking and made Apple Car 

with apples & carrots. The activity Dance-o-mania, was a total hit 

with the little ones, they danced their heart out for foot tapping 

numbers . Not only this, Students enriched their reading skills in 

Tamil&Hindi and learnt to solve math puzzles with our very own 

ancient way teaching Mathematics by Vedic Maths. The students 

intently listened to the story told by the teacher using the 

puppets.They also learnt how to modulate their voice and enact as a 

puppet. Our little sanities not only enjoyed but also learnt many 

things on NO BAG DAY'. 



Students of Class III - V, took part actively and enjoyed a lot of fun cooking 

activities. Fruits play a vital role in our health. To boost interest in eating 

fruits and to make aware of the importance of fruits this activity was 

conducted. Students made colorful 'Fruitikka' with a variety of cut fruits and 

relished it. 

Dance Mania 

Dance is the best way to keep us fit and healthy physically and mentally. 

Students amused themselves by dancing to random dance numbers. 

Clay Modelling 

It is this activity that gives the students an opportunity to learn while 

playing. Students made different creative models out of colorful clay. 



SAM SAMURAI 

8.9.2022 & 9.9.2022 

SPORTS IS A PRESERVER OF HEALTH 

 
Sports are a crucial part of a student's growth and development. They help 

in the development of mental health and physical fitness. Through 

participation in sports and games, a student gains various skills, experience 

and confidence that are helpful for developing their personality. Sports not 

only reduces stress but also lead to improved creativity and better 

concentration power among students which is automatically reflected in 

their academic performance. 

 
SAN group of schools t organized SAN SAMURAI an INTER-SCHOOL SPORTS 

EVENT on 8th and 9th of October 2022 at Jawaharlal Nehru stadium, Raja 

Muthaih Road, Periyamet, Chennai-600003,  as celebrating 15 years of 

imparting Education. 

 
Mr. Siva V Meyyanathan, Minister for Environment and Climate Change and 

Youth welfare and Sports Development was the chief guest who did the 

honours in the grand opening of the event on 8th October 2022 at 8.00am 

and Mr. W.I. DAVARAM, IPS, Director general of police ( Rtd) President of 

Tamilnadu State Athletic Association and Guest of Honour, Mr. Dr. PANDIAN, 

IRS Additional Commissioner of Income Tax, Chennai to do the honours for 

the Valedictory function on 9th October 2022 at 3.00 pm. 

The event included various sports activities like Football, Basketball, 

Volleyball, kabaddi, Badminton, Athletics for different categories of 

students. Around 110 schools from in and around Chennai with 

approximately 2500 students  participated in this grand event. 



  
 

 

 



 



Club Activity 

10.10.22 
"Paint & Decorate" 

All Children enthusiastically participated in the club activity. The 

rainbow pattern was created through the colorful painting done by 

artists of grade 1. The children had so much fun using acrylic paint. It 

enriched their fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Their work 

was appreciated and it was fabulous. Overall the activity triggered the 

creative aspect of all our little artists. 

"Stamping with veggies" 

Students of class II enthusiastically participated in the club activity. 

They had fun with the paintings! They showcased their marvelous 

creative skill in stamping, by making use of a variety of vegetables and 

the results were spectacular art forms. This activity helped to bring 

out the uniqueness, in each child . 



11.10.22 

Anagylp making: 

Creating art is a fine way for children to make choices on their 

own and to make a decision: what colour to use, how to make a 

drawing, what size to make something. With every choice and 

decision they make, their imagination takes a step further. 

Creative arts turn the children’s visual manifestations to reality. 

Students of class III to V made a 3D portrait of their own choice 

like numbers, alphabets etc., using crushed crepe papers. This 

activity was very much welcomed among the students as it gave 

them a sense of achievement and boosted their confidence. 

Students also learnt how to accomplish a task by ‘Trial and error’ 

by working and trying again and again. It also gave them a sense 

of pride. 
 
 
 

 

 



12.10.22 

 
NATURAL COLLAGE & TIE-DYE: 

San Academy has organized a Creative Arts Club Activity called Natural 

Collage, Teachers helped the students of VI - VIII to enhance their work. 

The motive of this activity is to throw light on each student's potential 

and inherent talent. Students had fun-filled moments through this 

activity. Hats off to all SANities who participated in this event!! 

Teachers of Class IX and X guided the students to discover and create 

their own understanding. Besides academics, co-scholastic activities 

form an integral part of the school curriculum. This aspect includes wide 

range of co-curricular activities. On 12.10.22, under the club activity TIE 

AND DYE activity was conducted where students showed their creativity 

colourful patterns and dyeing techniques. 

 

 



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY 

 
INDIAN AIRFORCE DAY 

10.10.22 

 
    VI B CHILDREN conducted the assembly in  an     

enthusiastic way. 

They delivered a short speech on IAF. 

They also gave a speech on the motto. Of 

IAF NABHAM, SPARSHAM, DEEPTAM which was 

taken from 11 chapters of BHAVAD GITA. 

They delivered the facts about IAF and news was also 

read. 

Through this assembly, children got to know about 

the motto of IAF. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



INTERNATIONAL DAY OF GIRL CHILD 

11.10.22 

International day of girl child is an international observance day 

declared by United Nations. The observation supports awareness of 

gender inequality access to education, nutrition, legal rights, 

medical care and protection. 

Students of class 1 D enthusiastically participated in class assembly 

today. We started the assembly with Tamil thai vaazhthu and 

followed by speech on the topic-women achievers and                 their field. 

with  full  confidence.  The assembly was concluded with the national 

anthem . 

 

 
 



INTERNATIONAL DAY OF NATURAL DISASTER 

 
13.10.22 

Special assembly was done by V A students on the occasion 

of International day for natural disaster which is celebrated 

on 13th October. 

The assembly was started with Tamizhthai vazthu followed 

by birthday wishes to the children for the week. 

 Students shared their thoughts through speech on 

*Tsunami and it's causes 

*Impacts of Tsunami including disaster management and 

*Tsunami monitoring detectors. 

Later on pledge was taken by students to move atleast one 

small step to save mother nature and to plant more trees. 

The assembly was fulfilled with national anthem. 
 

 



WORLD PATIENT SAFETY DAY 

 
17.10.22 

 
On 17th October 2022, students of class 6C presented the 

assembly on ' World patients safety day'. The programme 

started with prayer followed by thought for the day and facts. The 

student gave speech on the topic ' Patients safety issues and 

concerns'. Then objectives of patients safety was explained in 

details to the audience. Followed by  a  speech  on  the  theme 

'Safe  maternal  and  newborn  care'.  Students  explained  Do’s 

and don't on the same. 

The programme was concluded with news and national 
anthem. 

 
 

 



WORLD STUDENT'S DAY 

18.10.2022 

Students of class II A presented the assembly on 18/10/2022 on 

the topic of World's Students Day on account of Our Former 

president Dr.APJ Abdul kalam's birthday. It began with the 

Thamizh Thai Vazhthu followed by Birthday wishes of the week. 

They delivered a thoughtful speech about our Former president 

and Missile man of India Dr.A.P.J Abdul Kalam and his dream on 

our young students to flourish our country as a Developed 

Nation and the assembly ends with the National anthem 

 
 
 

 



WORLD STATISTICS DAY 

 
20.10.2022 

 
Assembly creates a motivated environment in the school and students are 

capable of doing work effectively throughout the day. The topics given are 

based on a form of assembly that has been created a positive contribution to 

the students self-development and encouraged to explore different subjects 

Students participated in Assembly and prepared charts and speech on World 

statistics day . One student spoke on Data and sustainable development of the 

world .One student gave speech on Father of modern Statistics. Later few 

Students got rewarded and trophies were distributed for few kids of higher 

classes. Later it ended with national anthem. 



FIELD TRIP 

10.10.2022 

TAMED PET SHOP 
 

Pets are great companions, for young and old. They are like family 

members who fulfill our need for affection and attention. Pets help 

children learn day-to-day things and also help to develop their 

sense of responsibility since they need to be taken care of 

constantly. Our children made a visit to the pet store to see different 

kinds of pets which would help enhance their knowledge and 

learning further. Research says that children who have pet animals 

have more empathy towards others and higher self-esteem. Pets 

also help children to reduce their anxiety, tediousness and fear and 

to develop a better capacity to integrate and to be more focused in 

school. Children enjoyed in the pet shop by watching them, 

touching them, handling them, caring for them, and learning about 

them. Many different animals can become pets. Children learnt 

that all pets need love, care, food, and shelter. Pets also introduce 

children to the life cycle in a relevant and meaningful way. 



PSYCHOLOGY CASE PROFILING 

Resource person: Sathya Anand 

13.10.2022 

San Academy Pallikaranai arranged a visit to Montfort Matriculation 

Higher Secondary School located in St. Thomas Mount for grade XII 

Psychology Students to do case profiling for their internal 

assessment. Psychology Students were able to meet and interact with 

a few special children and had a great experience with those children 

and their faculties. The organizer, Ms. Sathya Anand, gave a brief 

orientation about their inclusion centre. She allowed our students to 

meet their special children and gave a few relevant datas required for 

the case profiling. Students of San Academy Pallikaranai had a good 

learning experience over there. They presented a handmade thank 

you card to the organizer and the principal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 



Karuna Club 

14.10.2022 

 
Students would be able to understand the life of 

special children and their challenges and to self- 

motivate to be empathetic and to help others in their 

lives. 

 
San Academy Pallikaranai received an invitation from 

Abhyas Remedial Centre located in Montfort 

Matriculation Higher Secondary School in St. Thomas 

Mount for a unified sports event conducted for special 

children all over Chennai. The principal of San Academy 

decided to involve Karuna Club Members to take this 

opportunity, so we selected 14 students from grade 8, 4 

Psychology students fall over from grade XII and our 

Psychology Faculty as volunteers to support the special 

children who participated in their sports event. 

Students of San Academy did an excellent job by 

cheering, serving, taking care of special children to 

complete their sports event. It was a great experience 

for the students to understand the lives of special 

children and their challenges and to self motivate to 

help others. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Students of San Academy Pallikaranai on behalf of 

Karuna Club activity today participated in the Sports 

Day event of Montford Matriculation School St. Thomas 

Mount and volunteered for the participation of Special 

Children in their Sports Event. Children enjoyed the joy 

of volunteering and did their best 



NO BAG DAY 

15.10.2022 

 
Food processing 

Resource person: Ms.Uma & Mr.Anandraj 
About 150 students of class 6-8 were taken to show how to 

make instant halwa in batches with a teacher and a helper 

accompanying them. Students learned how the dish was 

made and the nutritional value of all the ingredients. 

Almost 20 minutes for each batch had spent observing the 

making process. Students found the session was 

interesting , informative and had a quality time. 
 
 

 
 



CARPENTRY 

 
All the students had hands-on experience with how 

to tighten and loosen both the screws and nails. Few 

students have practiced how to drill on the plank. 



Electrical technology 

Venue: Conference hall 

Students learnt about the working of digital meters and how 

power consumption is calculated at homes. Students built 

circuits to show that electricity is conducted through acids as 

a follow up activity of previous session. 



DESIGN THINKING 

15.10.2022 

 
Form transition is the basic principle of animation design. It 

introduced students to form transition for creating images 

as well as documentation of forms in the environment. It 

creates an interest in the field, nurtures a sense of curiosity, 

motivates them to explore and discover the area of interest. 

 
Class 6 students documented with different colour  paper 

designs into different shapes and created an artistic shape 

of their interest. 
 
 



Horticulture 
 

The students of San Academy were taken on a field trip to 

Indira Nursery Garden, Kovilambakkam. The students 

viewed some different plants like Mulberry, white Jamun, 

some medicinal plants like touching me not plant, pepper 

plant, and mint Tulsi. 

The students also gained knowledge and viewed some 

vegetable plants like bottle guard, snake guard, bitter guard, 

3 varieties of chili plants, greens, and tomatoes. 

Also, some fruit plants like dragon fruit, pineapple, and 

grapes were seen by the students. 

They enjoyed the trip and gained much knowledge about 

the plants. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 



BHARAT SCOUTS AND GUIDES 5TH ANNUAL MEET 

15.10.2022 

 



  



Venue: ICF Stadium. 

The programme started with All Faith Prayer. Multi-faith prayer is 

an effort to symbolize and actualize the aspiration toward 

interreligious unity. More specifically, multi-faith prayer: 

Acknowledges the rich diversity of humankind's spiritual traditions. 

Affirms the unity and solidarity of the human family while 

respecting religious differences. By 9.00 am Rally/March past, 

March past is also all about synchronization and teamwork. 

Marching in a contingent demands alertness and unspoken co- 

ordination.” True, there is no denying that a well-coordinated 

march past is a feast to the eyes and ears, when coupled with some 

stirring marching bands. Bharat Scouts and Guides were also 

appreciated not only by the members but also by the public at large. 

It was a matter of great pleasure for all of us. Hon’ble President, 
Bharat Scouts, Guides emphasized that we should focus on our 
differences, strengthen our finances, develop our programmes and 
work together for the growth of our movement, as most of the 
members have lifelong experience in Scouting/Guiding. We should 
initiate aggressive efforts for the development of the 
Scouting/Guiding Movement as we have challenges. He appraised the 
house for looking into the past years and for the future year. 
and Hon’ble President extended a hearty welcome to the Office 

Bearers and members present 

during  the  virtual  National  Council  meeting.  He  informed  the 

house that the Government of  India  has  recognized  the  Bharat 

Scouts and Guides  for  the  commendable  work  and  services 

rendered by the Scouts/Guides/Rovers/Rangers and leaders during 

the lockdown period of the COVID-19  Pandemic.  He  also  informed 

the house that the first time the Disaster Management Team 

recognized the work of the Bharat Scouts and Guides and gave them 

a place at the National level. 



He gave an example of “Seva Hi Hamara Param Dharma” 

and “Duty to the God and Duty to the Nation”. He requested 

the members to put more effort into increasing of the 

census and 

achieving the target by 2024. He suggested that all the State 

Associations should work on target basis and also appealed 

to the members to introduce Scouting/Guiding in all the 

Private/Government Schools at the State level throughout 

India. 

He informed the house that he had discussed with the 

Hon’ble Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh Shri Yogi 

Adityanath Ji in this regard during the last three days and 

requested him to introduce Scouting/Guiding as 

compulsory in every School/Colleges in Uttar Pradesh State. 

He assured me that he will talk with other Chief Ministers in 

this regard. He also emphasized about five main topics i.e. 

Swachh Bharat, Namami Gange Project, Skill India, Beti 

Bachao Beti Padhao, Environment, and Paryavaran 

Initiatives of Govt. of India. He appreciated the work 

rendered by the Bharat Scouts and Guides as it was praised 

by one and all. 

BSG Suvenier released and distributed to delegates. 

A felicitation ceremony is organized to congratulate any 

individual, company, or group of people for their 

achievements, certificates, and cash awards were given. The 

cultural activities enhance the confidence level of students, 

which allows students to perform better and Activities will 

develop the personality, many schools participated in the 

cultural activities. The meeting was over by 1.00 pm 



ENGLISH EVERYWHERE 

13.10.2022 

 
Students of classes 1 and 2 were taught few new words along 

with their synonyms. It enriched their little minds. Kids showed 

interest in using the new word learnt, to make meaningful 

sentences. Overall the activity was key to improve their 

language skills. 



NO TO PLASTIC 

 
18.10.2022 

Class 1- Micro plastics affects our food chain. 

Class 2- Paper bag. 

Plastic has damaging effects on our body and environment. Plastics 

creats threat to aquatic animals also. Based on this students of class 1 

and 2 were taught not to use plastics.Students drew pictures and 

made paper bags. Students enjoyed the activities also learnt not to 

use plastics. 



PARENTS TEACHERS ASSOCIATION MEET 

15.10.2022 

 
PTA stands for Parent Teacher Association, a school-based 

organization with a mission to make the school a better place 

for children to learn. 

PTAs focus on what students need to be successful in their 

learning, including nutrition, health, school safety, physical 

fitness and general well-being. 

SAN Academy, Pallikaranai inaugurated its PTA'2022. 

We have conducted a closed election among the nominees. 

Out of eight 

candidates, Ms.Tharanganny got elected as a PTA 

President of the year 2022-23 



Zoo animal party day 

17.10.2022 

The kindergarten wing of San Academy Pallikaranai celebrated zoo 

animal party day on 17th October. The day created to bring awareness 

about animal welfare and protection was celebrated in the kindergarten 

wing through songs and stories. They were made aware that animals are 

mute creatures who need our love and concern in this ever-advancing 

digital world. Children dressed as animals came to school and spoke a 

few lines. They were taken for a walk in the forest set up. Children 

enjoyed this activity as through this activity they got a deep insight into 

the habitat of animals. They made animal sounds and even walked like 

an animal. They also sang songs and rhymes related to the animal. All 

learners looked wonderful in vibrant animal costumes. It was an 

informative and exciting day for the learners. This activity which was 

based on the learners’ thematic unit – Animal Kingdom, helped them to 

build their confidence, understand the characteristics and features of 

animals and improve their oratory skills. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



INTRA COMPETITION 

19.10.2022 

3D CARTOON PORTRAIT: 

Creativity is the potentiality to think about a task or a problem 

in a new or different way and to improve the imagination of 

the students. Intra competition for 'Creative arts' makes the 

students to expertise in arts. 

 
Students of class III to V made 3D cartoon portrait with 

cardboard and crepe paper. This Intra competition brought 

out the confidence and imagination in the minds of the 

students. Students came to know about how to utilize the 

materials in a innovative manner. 



BE YOUR OWN DESIGNER: 

 
Students of Grades 9 and 19.10.22. 

 
In this students showed their creativity in the process of applying colour 

to fabric in a pattern of circles, stripes and so on. It was a great way for 

students to learn about colour theory. By experimenting with different 

colours and patterns.It not only helped  the  students  to  promote 

creativity and  self-expression  but  also  allowed the students  to 

experiment with colour and design, and to create something that was 

uniquely their own. It was also a good opportunity for them to practice 

fine motor skills, such as tying  knots  and  manipulating  fabric.  And 

finally, it was simply a  fun  and  memorable  activity  that  students 

enjoyed. 



THIMBLE AND TWIG: 

 
Class 6,7 and 8 students were participated in intra club activity on thimble 

and twig. In which They participated eagerly and used real flowers , leaves 

to make the photo frame. students got opportunity to showcase their talents. 

 

PAINTED SERVERS: 

 
Painting is an easy  activity  for  kids  but  why  not  have  a  little  fun  with  it.  Painting  with 

kitchen utensils makes lots of fun! On this thought  today(19/10/22),  class  1  students 

participated in intra competition on the topic: Painting  on  the  utensil.  With  this  Activity 

children enjoyed creating new patterns on utensils like wooden  spoons,  spatulas  etc.  This 

activity  allows  them  to  use  their  imagination  and  creativity.  There  is  no  preparation 

needed for this activity,only utensil and paint is enough. With out any end goal with lots of 

imagination and creation students showed their talent with enthusiasm. 
 

 



STAMPED NAPKINS: 
 

Students of class 2 participated in intra competition on 

19/10/22(Wednesday) on the topic "stamping for fun" 

This activity promotes individual expression and creativity. It 

also,facilitates child-directed and process-oriented creative 

experiences.Children learnt how to create a piece of artwork using 

different materials using gross and fine motor skills. 

Children used different things like leaves,  petals,sponge  shapes 

and paint,and colours to stamp and create a pattern. Kids enjoyed 

doing it with energy and enthusiasm. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



FINDING THE NEMO 

 
18.10.2022 

 
Teaching children about importance of water – not just for academic purposes 

but also in order to expose them to its valuable resources. It’s nothing but  

another step in the direction to slow down numerous threats to our 

environment. 

On this day teachers explained the children about freshwater percentage and 

the total population on the planet, about the water wastage percentage that is 

deduced per year. Explained about wasting water should be counted as a big NO-

NO. 

children were taught how important it is to respect marine life and explore the 

ocean without interfering. People must not touch or feed wildlife and trying 

not to disturb nesting sites or natural habitats. Also make sure we should not 

poke things or pull them off the rocks as marine creatures dwells in them. 

These conscious efforts may seem small but can make all the difference when 

it comes to protecting the marine life. 

Kids came dressed up in their favourite sea animal, spoke few line about their 

habitat, food and enacted their swimming style. 
 

 
 



DIWALI CELEBRATION 

21.10.2022 

 
Diwali, The festival of lights that enlightens the hearts and brings joy to every heart 

was celebrated at San Academy Pallikaranai on 21st October 2022. Decorated in 

vibrant hues, the school had an ambience of joy and happiness. The school wore a 

festive look with students in colour dress and classrooms well decorated. Teachers 

explained the importance of Diwali, that the festival spiritually signifies the victory 

of light over darkness, knowledge over ignorance, good over evil, and hope over 

despair. Children also decorated diyas with colors and glitter. Students were 

briefed on ill-effects of burning crackers and were urged to celebrate the festival 

with diyas and candles, homemade sweets and non-polluting green crackers. They 

were urged to act responsibly and be sensitive towards the essence of their 

environment and safety of animals. Both Teachers and students enjoyed the Diwali 

celebrations wholeheartedly. 
 

 



ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATION 

29.10.2022 & 30.10.2022 

 
PLAYFUL PENSEE: 

 
The 9th annual day of classes nursery to grade 2 of San Academy 

Pallikaranai was celebrated on October 29th Saturday at the Jeppiaar 

auditorium. Mrs Chitra Ramesh, CEO of Pinkz Public school , was the chief 

guest for the occasion. The programme began with felicitation of students 

for their academic achievements as well as for 100% attendence for the 

academic year 2021-2022.The theme for the event was"Playful Pensee" The 

students introduced each topic through their introductory speech. The 

show started by welcome song & graceful barathanatyam dance. 

A line up of dolls like , cabbage patch doll, Barbie , Super heroes, Tanjore 

dolls, Santa , smiley dolls performed by nursery and kindergarten children, 

kept the audience mesmerized. The Santa doll's performance was magical 

and kondapalli doll dance ,kept everyone spellbound. The power packed 

performance by Soldier and tribaldance needs a special mention. The 

flower dance, gym ball dance, butterfly, mermaid dance performed by our 

little angels was a pleasure to watch .The circus dance tickled the tickle spot 

in all.The boss baby bossed around and finally the show ended with the 

mind blowing Toy Story Finale skit , stressing the importance of all are 

equal and no one is lesser than others. A beautiful evening enjoyed by both 

parents and students thus came to an end, with a happy note. 

 
VACAY EXTRAVAGANZA: 

 
The 9th annual day of classess 3 to 5 of San Academy Pallikaranai was 

celebrated on October 29th Saturday at the Jeppiaar auditorium. Mrs 

Lakshmi Nilakantan,former CEO of  KarunaInternational  ,was  the  chief 

guest for the occasion.The program began with facilitation of students for 

their academic achievements as well as for 100% attendence for the 

academic year 2021-2022.The theme for the event was"vacay 

extravaganza". The students portrayed their vacation activities through a 

series of upbeat performances. Starting from the "last day at school" they 

visited their grand parents at the village to imbibe some healthy eating 

habits from their elders.They even  performed  some  traditional  dance 

forms while taking part in the kovil celebrations. In the course of their 

performances, the audiences were transported to cool summer hill stations , 

beaches ,acquarium and to museums. 



They even performed some traditional dance forms while taking part 

in the kovil celebrations. In the course of their performances, the 

audiences were transported to cool summer hill stations , beaches 

,acquarium and to museums. They even brought the beautiful flower 

fieldson stage through their performance. The students also used dance 

as a means to create awareness regarding the excessive use of cell 

phones in these times. The finale performance showcased 

theexcitement of students to be back in school after their vacations. A 

beautiful evening enjoyed by both parents and students thus came to 

an end. 

 
WE ARE THE WORLD: 

 
The 9 th annual day celebrations from classes 6 to 8 were held at 'The 

Jeppair Auditorium' on 30 th oct from 9.30 am to 1.30pm. The theme. 

Of the event was 'We are the Word. The event was graced by Mr. 

Bossky Balasubramaniam, Media celebrity who has several accolades in 

his name .... To name a few, he is an actor, critic, anchor, commentator 

and so on. He addresses the gathering on the topic " Life and Positivity 

with humour'' which enthralled the audience. 

The event also witnesses numerous dances, villu paatu, skit, songs 

which were exhibited by the students of classes 6 to 8 conveying 

message through every performance based on the topics like the five 

elements of life - The pancha , nature, save earth, women 

empowerment, culture, equality, reverence, smile and serve which is a 

significant feature of our world. 

The audience and the chief guest appreciated the efforts and hard work 

put in by the teachers and the students to present such a huge show. 

 
BOHEMIAN ESCAPADE: 

 
Amidst a vast panorama of vibrant colours, dazzling lights and 

scintillating music, San Academy Pallikarnaicelebrated its 9th Annual 

Day with vibrancy and life being propelled into magnificent and 

reverberating celebrations at stage on October30, 2022. The Sanaities of 

classes IX-XII exhibited their talent. The Annual Function Melange-9 

was based on the theme BOHEMIAN ESCAPADE. 



Bohemian Escapade was an extra ordinary show which made a 

conscious attempt to showcase multifaceted talent of the students 

through drama , dance and music. These performing arts help in 

emoting a variety of thoughts and emotions. Dance in particular can 

transcendent into a world into jubilance and merriment. The day had 

the honour of well known personalityErode Mahesh who is an Indian 

television presenter, actor, writer, comedian, video jockey and 

educator. The entire programme revolved around the theme - 

BOHEMIAN ESCAPADE. A kaleidoscope of  events  like  classical, 

ballet, salsa,jazz and drama in bohemian style, graced the stage. The 

culminating event, Melange-MagnificientMagnifest left the.audience 

spell bound.The day left the audience waiting for the next years 

event. 

Appreciating and encouraging the students Erode Mahesh 

congratulated every student for their splendid performance. 
 

 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



Awards, Accolades & Appreciations 

 
 
 

Sudhanjanan of X C and Thota revanth of VI E has 

secured Gold medal in National Airgun (Rifle shooting) 

selection - 2022 
 

Chandra Sai sreeya of Class VIII C participated in a 

Inter school Dance programme and secured first 

prize. 
 

 



Aniruddh.V of Class VII F is certified for 

his outstanding performance for 

Trialthon, Rubix cube formation 
 

A.Adwitha of 1st std. A 

section of participated in 

the "GEMA International 

Elocution Competition" for 

Grade 1 to 3 through our 

School app and she has won 

the Medal and Certificate 

under the "Inspiring and 

Outstanding Videos" 

Category. 

 

YUVAN manikandan of 

Class IV A participated in 

3rd wave Talenhunt Intra- 

mural swimming 

competition 2022, chennai 

and he secured  Gold 

medal under  Group  II 

Boys 



V.Nethraa of V A got first prize in 

drawing competition which was 

conducted by Siva neya peravai. 

*Sha has participated in Navaratri 

festival held at shri gangai Amman 

temple and dance program held at 

Baktavachala perumal temple. 
 
 

 

Rikshitha of IV B won 2 

bronze medals in 500 

meters and 1000 meters 

inline speed categories 

conducted by Speed 

skating federation of 

India. 



 
 

M.Vidyuth (3B) won 15th 

place in the Under 8 category 

in the D.A.V Krida Kendram 

International open FIDE 

Rating Rapid chess 

tournament held on 15th and 

16th Oct 2022 at D.A.V 

School, Pallikaranai, Chennai. 
 
 

 

 
 

Jeevan Ramachandran of III C San academy, 

Pallikaranai won 4th place in 3rd international yoga 

festival held at Shiv dharshan yoga vidyalaya, choolai, 

chennai 600112. 



Archery students of San academy, 

Pallikaranai Participated and won 

medals in several categories. 

Sai vishalya IV D, Aadhira vivek V B, 

Lohith III C, Naethraa VI A and 

Shalini rajesh VI C secured 2nd 

position in individual 

2 and first position in team wise. 
 

 
 



R PRANAV OF VIII A won 15th place in the Under 

8 category in the D.A.V Krida Kendram 

International open FIDE Rating Rapid chess 

tournament held on 15th and 16th Oct 2022 at 

D.A.V School, Pallikaranai, Chennai. 
 

 
 

Varun Gopalan of Class X A had 

participated in the International Art Contest 

'SPARKLING IMAGINATION 2022' where 

in 1650 artists participated from 46 

countries. He has been awarded the 

'DIAMOND ARTIST' award for his 

wonderful performance. 

 
 
 

Tamilnadu Archery State Meet was 

conducted on October 15 - October 22 

at MGR Janaki College, Adyar. Neha of 

class 5 'B' studying in pallikaranai 

branch has placed State 3rd (bronze 

medal) and also she has been selected 

for  the   National   Archery 

championship 2022. Thank you for ur 

love & support mam. 



 


	Navratri is one of the most important Hindu festival observed in honour of Goddess Durga. It spans over nine nights and 10 days. It depicts the triumph of Good over evil by Goddess Durga. Display of Golu plays a major role , in Navratri. The beautiful...
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